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The Peoples Colors CG have now had three Zoom calls. First one was an introduction and why 

we chose this CG group. Exhortation was made to investigate more influential people who have 

an established audience, who might want to have more information concerning racial freedom and 

coalition. The second one went over letters that had been sent out to two people of influence in the 

black communities as well as introducing other targets to approach for liaison relationships. On 

our third call a guideline was offered to streamline and blueprint letters to these people of 

influence, as well as more folks coming to the group and offering ideas of people we can approach. 

Experiences were shared of individuals interacting with people in their countries who were of 

different races. These experiences gave a broader knowledge base as to the particular tactic being 

used to promote division, discord and hatred. We are now researching Cynthia Ann McKinney 

and Papa Duck and plan to initiate contact with them both. Message to our members: it would be 

very nice to have people from the Jewish and Hispanic race in our group. 

 

The TPC Gardening and Non GMO Communal Gathering has submitted the final draft, of Food 

and Soil Sustainability Solutions for the New Blueprint for Humanity Manifesto. The Cooking 

Herbs Section of the Garden Guide is complete and a copy has been sent to the village so that it can 

be printed. The final editing of the Fruit and Nuts Section is ongoing and will be completed soon. 

We have been discussing soil building and Korean Natural Farming. We have continued 

with weekly zooms, Saturdays at 9:00 am MST or 11:00 am EST 

 

There is a zoom call this Saturday at noon MT for the volunteers working on the new blueprint for 

Humanity. The call is to get an update of all the solutions put forward for the document.  

 

The guy who doesn’t read books, but has produced one, has received the first two copies of our 

book From his story to our story this week. They look absolutely fantastic, and formal discussions 

of selling those books and cost will take place this week. The cost of the book and handling charge 

amounts to $12 per book, then the shipping cost of between $4-6 to Americans leaves little room 

for mark up. Issues with delivering outside of America is cost prohibitive currently, with the 

cheapest shipping coming in a $28 for one book. We are looking into having an EU distributor to 

keep costs down.  

 

Whisper it quietly, but there is a new Must Listen to show in the works, after a predicted 5 month 

gap. The scheduled date is on Tuesday August 23rd. 

 

Village update, we now have a third occupied house in the village after I moved in over the 

weekend. Looking forward to being more productive once things settle in and down. Another 
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member has just moved to be a part of the village this week also. Strangely my moving in was 

exactly 4 years to the day of moving from Florida to Durango to work with Kim. What a 4 years 

of growth that has been, regardless of the episode of wrath two years back. The advancements with 

the shows, the Communal Gatherings and the village is a joy to behold. But the main thing is the 

advancement of the members, many of you have made giant personal strides within that time 

frame, let’s keep it going. 

 

NEWS: This show is riddled with their jackass policies and failures, and if you ever doubted their 

world is not only coming apart, but is finished, this show will reveal it. They are a tired, bedraggled 

old bunch of complete failures, when policy after policy swallow each other and their brains and 

planning has gone in shreds. This is what I told Kim repeatedly before she lost the plot and 

appeared to join them, though I am open to direct proof she is not, but after over 2 years of 

mismanagement of the Trust, I shall not be holding my breath. They are children who relied on 

daddy, who was Marduk and an old psychotic AI system to run things for them, it, him and they 

failed. They are running around now like keystone cops or headless chickens, as the truth and shit 

has come home to roost. They are abject failures, and need to step down and aside and let a new 

group tidy up their considerable mess and chart a new path for humanity and the planet. A new sea 

of change is well underway and they and their accomplices the bot level people, are being washed 

away with a tide of truth, compassion, honor and integrity. Let’s sit down and negotiate the path 

forward for us all, including the abject failures, just maybe you can redeem yourselves. 

 

North Korea on Saturday called U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi the worst destroyer of 

international peace and stability, accusing her of inciting anti-North Korea sentiment and enraging 

China during her Asian tour earlier this week. Pelosi traveled to South Korea after visiting Taiwan, 

which had prompted China to launch military exercises including missile strike training in waters 

near the self-governed island. China views Taiwan as part of its own territory to be annexed by 

force if necessary. Pelosi, who had come under a volley of due criticism from China for destroying 

regional peace and stability by visiting Taiwan. Then stirred up the atmosphere of confrontation 

with North Korea during her stay in South Korea, Jo said in a statement carried by state media. 

Calling Pelosi the worst destroyer of international peace and stability, Jo argued Pelosi’s behavior 

in South Korea clearly showed the Biden administration’s hostile policy toward North Korea. It 

would be a fatal mistake for her to think that she can go scot-free in the Korean Peninsula, and the 

U.S. will have to pay dearly for all the sources of trouble spawned by her wherever she went. All 

designed to create, conflict and sell weapons via the MIC, Rothschild’s and other sacrificial based 

clowns. It provided a convenient distraction though, and the other psychopaths decided to play 

somewhat under the radar all at the same time. 
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As Israel assassinated a top military commander in the Islamic Jihad militant group in Gaza on 

Friday, raised concerns that the conflict could escalate into an all-out war in the territory that is 

home to 2 million Palestinians. Israel launched a series of airstrikes Friday in Gaza in an operation 

known as Breaking Dawn that killed Islamic Jihad military commander Tayseer Jabari. According 

to a spokesperson for the Israel Defense Forces, Jabari was responsible for several terror attacks 

against Israel. While Israel and the Palestinian Health Ministry have both said 10 people were 

killed. The Israeli government said they were terrorists, whilst the Palestinian Health Ministry in 

Gaza says the casualties include a 5-year-old girl. 5 year old girls classed as terrorists now by the 

Israeli junta, just when you thought they could sink no lower, wrong again. Islamic Jihad responded 

to the assassination of its military commander by firing more than 100 missiles at Israel, pushing 

the two sides closer to all-out war. Beware the Dome of the Rock, they are engineering issues to 

do a false flag on it, and blame Iran. Since that report war did break out and the real Israelis the 

Egyptians stepped in and negotiated a ceasefire. 

 

Don’t be surprised if Mossad is involved in this story as well, and further evidence of another 

Government in trouble or dissolved. Supporters of powerful Iraqi cleric Muqtada al-Sadr have 

stormed parliament in Iraq for the second time in a week. 

 

The protesters again breached the high-security Green Zone in Baghdad, as they oppose the 

nomination of a pro-Iran rival candidate for prime minister. 

 

Over 120 people were injured in the latest unrest. The green zone? Yet more green programs 

running. Mr. Sadr's block won the most seats last October, but it is not in power due to a political 

deadlock. 

 

The most influential coalition in parliament has condemned the protest. 

 

The Shia-led Co-ordination Framework has called on Iraqis to stage peaceful demonstrations, 

adding: the state, its constitutional bodies and civil peace are a red line. Likely involving the CIA 

clowns as well, yet more deliberately created unrest. 

 

 U.S. Bank was fined for using customer data to open sham accounts and new lines of credit 

without permission. Employees were pressured to access customer credit reports and open new 

accounts to inflate sales numbers. The bank is required to pay $37.5 million, and return any illegal 

fees and charges with interest. After more than a decade of unlawfully accessing customer credit 

reports, to open fraudulent lines of credit and create sham accounts to inflate sales numbers. The 

Consumer Financial Protections Bureau, following a five-year investigation, found that US 

Bancorp, the fifth largest commercial bank in the United States, pressured employees to meet sales 
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goals by creating fraudulent checking and savings accounts, credit cards, and lines of credit 

without customers' permission. This went on for over a decade, U.S. Bank knew its employees 

were taking advantage of its customers by misappropriating consumer data to create fictitious 

accounts. This is why we need a full overhaul of banks and the banking system. The industry is 

not self sustainable and can never meet the overheads of all them multi story buildings in each 

town and city, without the operation going into illegal practices. 

 

The US criminal oligarchy update: The top 20 Americans own more than bottom 50%, 0.1% own 

more than 90%; and it is estimated although I doubt it is that high given reduced circulation, that 

$30 Trillion is stored in tax havens. The lead banker was supposed to have addressed the latter. 

These are the very people who create shortages and scarcity by operating way beyond the level of 

greed. 

 

A former White House Communications Director Alyssa Farah Griffin warned that, the FBI's raid 

of Mar-a-Lago could tear the country apart if it was not done for a credible reason. The Trump 

staffer-turned-critic said Monday evening that she worries for the stability of the country, in the 

aftermath of the FBI raid on former President Donald Trump's Florida resort. Griffin also said she 

believes someone close to the former president is cooperating with the FBI, and tipped the law 

enforcement agency off to the location of sensitive documents. I would think most of our listeners 

will know exactly who that is, Kushner. Snake in law is currying favors for Demoncrats, just as I 

warned 2 years back. Yet again it reveals what our show stated back in 2018, that the FBI appears 

to be a DNC puppet organization. For evidence of that I gave you one name the FBI would not 

touch, Hunter Biden, funny that. 

 

JACKASS ALERT NEWS: Another example of Ouroboros jackass policies now backfiring just 

as we warned. Do these people ever future think? the great question is, can they? Peebles 

Corporation founder and CEO Don Peebles weighed in on the volatile housing market, arguing 

that New York City is suffering from a record-breaking number of commercial office vacancies, 

because businesses are moving to low tax environments.  All cities aren't created equally, New 

York City has changed dramatically, the people are not coming back into their offices. And as a 

result of the decline in commercial office space, demand is very significant. Record-breaking 

vacancies, record-breaking low occupancy numbers, and that's affecting the retail around it and 

businesses that depend on that. But then if you look and say Miami, where Citadel just announced 

last week or the week before, that they're moving their whole company to Miami and other firms 

are moving. Interesting Citadel are moving, they who hijacked the US Treasury and told Trump 

they cared not for what he says or does. Who are an arm of the Clinton Foundation and run the 

corrupt NYPD. The writing was on the wall when 440K millionaires left New York 18-24 months 

ago. The writing was on the wall further back, as they created a wealth based city only, and forgot 
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that it is the non-wealthy services people who look after them. But, suddenly no one could afford 

to live there, and the collapse began. Personally I would like to see all people move out of New 

York and a giant tsunami to flatten it to the ground. It is the most evil place on the planet bar none, 

and operations rans from there have cost many lives, and ruined many peoples finances and 

lifestyles. Good riddance I say. 

 

US air travel is suffering a breakdown and the job is not sustainable for overstretched staff, a flight 

attendant union rep warns. As American travelers are hit by another weekend of travel chaos with 

more than 1,000 cancelations.  America's airport nightmares continued on Friday as thunderstorms 

on the East Coast halted thousands of planes.  According to FlightAware, which tracks the status of 

flights around the world, 1,142 flights within, into or out of the United States were called off on 

Friday, while 3,944 flights were delayed. Canceled flights on Saturday were totaled at 657 and had 

nearly doubled that number on Sunday by 8 p.m. with as many as 912 flights canceled and 6,512 

delayed. That is what happens when you meddle with your own staff, they walk away or in some 

cases die because of their medical tyranny enforcement.  

 

The World Economic Forum is looking to reduce global reliance on critical metals, as nations 

looks to make the transition to renewable energy supplies, and one proposal is reducing ownership 

of private vehicles. But the DMV and or the state owns the vehicles that are private currently, how 

will they leverage funds then with no private ownership? Did you think of that? This transition 

from fossil fuels to renewables will need large supplies of critical metals such as cobalt, lithium, 

nickel, to name a few. Shortages of these critical minerals could raise the costs of clean energy 

technologies. Erm I thought you were implementing green policies with clean energy? Now the 

costs are going up and you are banning a cleaner energy source in some states called natural gas. 

Does that make any sense? These people are complete retards. The forum noted that even with 

recycling initiatives in place, mineral mining is expected to increase by 500 percent by 2050. More 

sharing can reduce ownership of idle equipment and thus material usage, the group argued, 

pointing to statistics that show the average vehicle in England is driven just 4 percent of the time. 

Yes, because you lot raised the excessive prices of gas or petrol is why. There is a forthcoming 

solution to fix this issue. 

 

Here is another ouroboros clown policy that is causing issues due to them being voyeuristic 

perverts. Developers in some parts of London could face a ban on new developments until 2035, 

due to data centers gobbling up too much of the power grid capacity. The Greater London 

Authority wrote to developers, that it could be more than a decade before the power supply gets 

up to scratch. The GLA highlighted in that data centers use large quantities of electricity, the 

equivalent of towns or small cities, to power servers and ensure resilience in service, in the note. 

These include developments by Ark Data Centers in Western Avenue, Park Royal, and campus 
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from British data center operator Virtus located in Stockley Park. Hmm Stockley Park, OSS 

clowns. The hypocrisy of these people knows no bounds it seems. Because not only are these vast 

data centers using too much electricity, you know the same stuff they are asking us to cut back on 

for the environment, but it doesn’t end there does it? Because they came up with the fresh air token 

scheme, which also uses the energy of a town or small city as well. 

 

Pakistan is another country struggling and people facing stiff austerity measures, and this is the 

Governments way of fixing the problem. Like we have said Governments fix nothing only take 

the piss, and this looks like a piss take. People in Pakistan have been asked to reduce the amount 

of tea they drink to keep the country's economy afloat. (M) Sipping fewer cups a day would cut 

Pakistan's high import bills, senior minister Ahsan Iqbal said. The country's low foreign currency 

reserves, currently enough for fewer than two months of all imports, have left it in urgent need of 

funds. Pakistan is the world's largest importer of tea, buying in more than $600m worth last year. 

I appeal to the nation to cut down the consumption of tea by one to two cups because we import 

tea on loan, Mr. Iqbal said, according to Pakistani media. Business traders could also close their 

market stalls at 20:30 to save electricity, he suggested. The plea came as Pakistan's foreign 

currency reserves continue to fall rapidly, putting pressure on the government to cut high import 

costs and keep funds in the country. 

 

The request to reduce tea drinking has gone viral on social media, with many doubting the country's 

serious financial problems can be addressed by cutting out tea. 

 

Pakistan's foreign exchange reserves dropped from around $16bn in February to less than $10bn 

in the first week of June, barely enough to cover the cost of two months of all its imports. 

 

Last month officials in Karachi restricted the import of dozens of non-essential luxury items, as 

part of their bid to protect funds. Is that the only thing they could come up with, drink less tea!! 

Seriously how about cutting the salaries of the people that allowed this to unfold? Instead of 

passing ridiculous austerity measures onto the people.  

 

Spain went one step further with lunacy austerity measures, their idea to save energy is, don’t wear 

a tie and you will use less electricity. Fantastic idea now why didn’t everyone think of that 

mindboggling solution? Because most people don’t wear ties is why. 

 

What has become clear about the Pelosi trip to Taiwan is, just what that distraction created. Mind 

meme news done by many in the media, it is all how they word it. Israel has been at it again stirring 

the pot, Gaza defends and then launches missiles back at Israel, and then press pick sides, no clues 

as to which one. But there was an arranged ceasefire which has held for the most part. But the AP 
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decided to run a news story called Militant Gaza fire a new barrage of missiles, the story was over 

a day old. But they know most people won’t check the details, and why does Gaza come with the 

term Militant and not Israel? Because eventually people associate the word militant with 

Palestinians, and poor little Israel are the heroic defenders. For past evidence of that, and indeed 

to some it still applies today, a mention of Germans and Nazi pops into your head. It is in overview 

like an AI programming of the mind. 

 

Another of the mind memes done by the media for a few days and even Biden chimed in on it. The 

deaths of not 4 people, but 4 Muslims and all the woke and divide and conquer people rolled out 

in mock horror. Actor Muslims were rolled out to say how much they are in fear of their lives, that 

people are targeting Muslims. Only to find out the person who allegedly killed them was a Muslim 

himself, one suspects that revelation will not receive the same amount of publicity.  

 

With the distraction of Covid, Russia and Ukraine, there is another issue that has been swept under 

a rug since 2020, that lack of available funds courtesy of the work of the Trust. But the clowns 

went into action and the first glimpse of this force in action was in June 2020, when Belarus’ 

president Aleksandr Lukashenko publicly snubbed a $940 million line of credit from the 

International Monetary Fund. He rejected it because the IMF conditioned the loan on Belarus’ 

imposing a strict Covid-19 lockdown policy and a curfew. Significantly, Lukashenko mentioned 

on several occasions that the IMF negotiators wanted Belarus to do like in Italy.   Conditioning 

loans with terms that would severely impair the borrower’s ability to repay makes no economic 

sense, so the conditionality clearly had different objectives. Deep in debt and with collapsed tax 

revenues, most governments around the world needed loans, making them prey to the dictates of 

money power.  The simple solution to it all is, all Governments come together and close down the 

Fed, the IMF and the World Bank groups, ban them from your countries and refuse to pay back 

their fake loans.   

 

MEDICAL RELATED: After firing employees who had refused to take the Covid jabs owing to 

sincere religious objections, NorthShore University Health System will now pay out over $10 

million for unlawful discrimination in a first-of-its-kind case. The nation’s first class action 

settlement involving a Covid shot mandate, should be a wake-up call to every employer that did 

not accommodate or exempt employees who opposed the Covid shots for religious reasons. Just 

religious reasons? How about free will and personal choice of what people want to do with their 

own bodies? NorthShore University Health System will pay more than $10.3 million, for 

unlawfully discriminating against more than 500 current and former health care workers. and for 

denying religious exemptions from the Covid shot mandate. There is no pause button on the federal 

employment law under Title VII. Employees do not lose their right to reasonable accommodation 

for their religious beliefs. simply because an employer or even the federal government pushes a 
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vaccine mandate under the guise of a pandemic. It is past time for employment law attorneys to 

stop sitting on the side-lines, they need to help people obtain justice. Lawyers are shekel people 

by and large and don’t give a rats arse about justice, only shekels. Liberty Counsel has been 

working with thousands of employees who faced these abusive and unlawful mandates.  

 

A major investigation suggests that, the key theory of what causes Alzheimer's disease may be 

based on manipulated data, which has misdirected dementia research for 16 years and potentially 

wasting billions of pounds. The biggest problem is, it is not just fake Alzheimer’s is it? A six-

month probe by the journal Science reported shockingly blatant evidence of result tampering in a 

seminal research paper, which proposed Alzheimer's is triggered by a build-up of amyloid beta 

plaques in the brain. In the 2006 article from the University of Minnesota, published in the 

journal Nature, scientists claimed to have discovered a type of amyloid beta which brought on 

dementia when injected into young rats. It was the first substance ever identified in brain tissue 

which could cause memory impairment, and seemed like a smoking gun. The Nature paper 

became one of the most-cited scientific articles on Alzheimer's ever published, sparking a huge 

jump in global funding for research into drugs to clear away the plaques. But 

the Science investigation claims to have found evidence that images of amyloid beta in mice had 

been doctored, in allegations branded extremely serious by the charity Alzheimer's Research UK. 

It was caused by aluminum in flu vaccines amongst other things, and have been covering it up as 

it was another one of their culling methods. Elizabeth Bik, a forensic image consultant, brought in 

to assess the images, told Science that the authors appeared to have pieced together parts of photos 

from different experiments. The obtained experimental results might not have been the desired 

results. and that data might have been changed to better fit a hypothesis, she said. Issues with the 

research were originally spotted by neuroscientist Dr Matthew Schrag of Vanderbilt University, 

Tennessee, who noticed anomalies while involved in a separate investigation into an experimental 

Alzheimer's drug. In a whistleblower report to the US National Institutes of Health (NIH), Dr 

Schrag warned that the research has the potential to mislead an entire field of research. The 

journal Science looked separately into his claims, and said its own investigation provided strong 

support for Schrag's suspicions. Although the Minnesota authors stand by their research, the claims 

are now being studied by the NIH, who can choose to pass on the matter to the US Government's 

Office of Research Integrity if deemed to be credible. NIH are in on it, so why would they reveal 

the true nature of the research? At which point will doctors and professors not get that these alleged 

Government organizations, which are actually not Government at all, are running a malevolent 

and illegal closed shop that works against the people? How many incidents does it take before 

people question the NIH, DARPA, CDC and FDA? The journal Nature has also launched its own 

investigation, and has placed a warning on the 2006 article urging readers to use caution when 

using the results. If proven, such manipulation could mark one of the biggest scientific scandals 

since Dr Andrew Wakefield linked the MMR jab to autism in a 1988 Lancet article. Commenting 
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on the findings, Dr Sara Imarisio, head of research at Alzheimer's Research UK, said: these 

allegations are extremely serious. While we haven't seen all of the published findings that have 

been called into question, any allegation of scientific misconduct needs to be investigated and dealt 

with where appropriate. The simple solution is, all the medical fraternity should suspend all drugs 

and vaccines on Alzheimer patients until the full conclusion of the report is borne out. 

 

Monkey pox or money pox that is the question, although many refuses to ask the basic questions 

and enter immediately into fear mode. For as start, unless you are sleeping with more than one 

partner, or your partner is, you will not be getting monkey pox. It was inevitable that the World 

Health Organization would up the pandemic ante regarding monkeypox, following their failure of 

the Covid scam collapsing. All the signs were there such as the possibility of more dangerous 

variants, airborne spread and asymptomatic spread; mandatory isolation for cases, and those old 

chestnuts: test and trace and mass vaccination. It is reported that any reluctance on behalf of the 

WHO members to declare a Public Health Emergency of International Concern over monkeypox, 

was overruled by Director General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus. So, what are the facts to date 

regarding monkeypox? The latest estimate from the WHO is that there are now around 15,000 

cases of monkeypox across the globe, a mere 0.0001% of the world population or one in a 

million and a grand total of five deaths. If these deaths were evenly spread across the globe, then 

the case fatality rate would be 0.03% or three in 10,000. Since these are estimates and with such a 

disparity between cases and deaths, this is also a reasonable estimate of the infection fatality 

rate, which is the risk an individual infected person has of dying of the infection. So, you have a 

one in a million chance of being infected with monkeypox, and if you are infected you have a three 

in 10,000 chance of dying. However, mortality is not evenly distributed across the globe, as the 

recently recorded deaths are all in Africa, which is where deaths from monkeypox always occur. 

The disease is endemic in West Africa and the Congo Basin where general levels of health are 

poor, and people have access to a healthcare system described as one of the worst in sub-Saharan 

Africa. HIV/AIDS is also endemic which, along with malnutrition and dehydration, means 

that even a mild virus such as monkeypox may kill. It is estimated in Africa that the mortality rate 

ranges from one in a hundred to one in ten, but the risk outside of Africa where people tend to have 

a much better level of general health, and access to much better healthcare is negligible. Moreover, 

the risk of catching monkeypox is even less evenly distributed across the population, because the 

present spread of monkeypox is almost completely restricted to a single high-risk group, men who 

have sex with men, who constitute 95% of cases. CDC guidance is careful to state that monkeypox 

can be spread by any kind of penetrative sex anal, vaginal or oral. without any specific warnings 

about anal sex. But if this is the case then less than 5% of cases are likely to be spread by vaginal 

sex which, if WHO estimates are correct. This means that internationally fewer than 750 people 

have contracted monkeypox through vaginal sex. Clearly, the carnal act that defines the love that 

dares not speak its name is a prime route of transmission, but our public health officials are too 
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woke to be so specific, and careful to avoid stigmatizing gay men. This seems like very poor public 

health advice given, as described in one case of monkeypox, the infected person had excruciating 

internal and external lesions around his anus. If people are specifically at risk for something, they 

ought to be told. Oh the joys of political correctness, where you have more chance of dying because 

people are frightened of telling the truth. It is hard to understand what motivates the WHO and its 

Director General who, depending on one's perspective, is either a humanitarian or a man guilty of 

genocide. The parallels both with the spread of the recent novel coronavirus, and the less recent 

spread of HIV/AIDS are hard to avoid. Remember both Fauci and the current Jewish CDC Director 

Walensky, both worked on HIV/Aids research. On the one hand a flu-like virus affecting a very 

similar demographic to flu, that turned into a hysterical overreaction and Johns Hopkins math, and 

ended with curbs to essential freedoms of speech, assembly and movement. On the other hand, a 

disease being spread by and largely among men who have sex with men, is being managed by 

telling us we are all at risk. To date the ensuing reaction has been less hysterical than comical, 

the CDC advice is to have sex fully clothed and to masturbate at least six feet away from your 

partner. (M) What a bastion of great wisdom they are – not! from jackasses to jack offs, a bunch 

of bankers with a silent w. This whole thing is contrived, all too create more fear and distraction. 

The monkeypox specific vaccines have been in preparation for at least two years, and given 

the U.S. Government recently ordered 2.5 million doses of monkeypox vaccine, means it was 

contrived. Whilst no data is yet available for the efficacy of the new jabs, they state it is 85% 

effective, they said Covid was 93% and that failed spectacularly. These are early days, so no 

figures are available for the efficacy of monkeypox vaccines but any reference to a specific 

monkeypox vaccine inevitably includes a mention of the smallpox vaccine, which is said to be at 

least 85% effective against monkeypox. Where the risk is negligible, as in the case of monkeypox, 

any advantage offered by vaccination is likely also to be negligible. Children are to be targeted for 

vaccination and this is being spurred by reports of two cases amongst children in the United States. 

Once again, children are going to be given something that probably does not work for something 

they are extremely unlikely to catch, and that is unlikely to have any serious consequences if they 

do. This vaccine, like all vaccines has considerable side-effects such as: pain and itching at the 

injection site and headache, muscle ache, sickness and tiredness. About one in 10 people will have 

chills and fever, but these should not last more than a few days. 

 

That is the truth on monkey pox, and it appears the Covid scam pulled on people as now turned 

even the masked crusaders against monkey pox as well. Notice the decline in the bot people being 

health specialists? For the past 2 years they were all medical geniuses, funny how they have all 

gone quiet now, isn’t it? The WHO, CDC, NIH and vulture capitalists will not be giving up without 

a fight. WHO has appointed arch-doom-monger and fully paid up Communist Susan Michie, who 

is not a doctor and spread much fear during Covid-19, to chair its Technical Advisory Group for 

Behavioral Insights and Science for Health. Behavioral Insights and Science for Health? Sounds 
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like a Tavistock style office that to me. So, I looked into her and it revealed this. In 2009, Michie 

became a member of the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE) and convened its 

subgroup, the Scientific Pandemic Influenza Behavior group. That is the data collating to launch 

the real thing, as revealed 11 years later. As in 2020, she became a participant in the Covid-

19 SAGE's Scientific Pandemic Insights group on Behavior. Ignore the doom merchants, their time 

is running out. 

 

CLIMATE AND ACTIONS: A UK campaign group is calling for people to stop paying their 

energy bills, it comes as BP reported its biggest quarterly profit for 14 years. The UK is in the 

midst of a cost of living crisis, with prices for petrol and natural gas soaring for British households. 

Typical household energy bills are expected to be more than £3,600 this winter, that is roughly 

$4700, with bills set to rise again in October. Suppliers have blamed the war in Ukraine and surging 

wholesale prices for the hikes, but on social media, some have dubbed the current situation the 

cost of greed crisis. BP recorded a profit of $8.45bn between April and June, more than triple the 

amount it made in the same period last year. And it is not the only energy firm to report a staggering 

profit, both British Gas owner Centrica and rival Shell have recorded huge earnings recently, too. 

With those types of revenue being garnered, do you really think they will switch to clean energy? 

Something that is cheaper or actually free? Not a chance unless other actions are taken. All of 

which reveals the climate change bill, a bill is a notice of debt remember, is another cash and 

control grab. Rising energy bills are one of the main reasons for the cost of living crisis. The 

government did introduce a one-off windfall tax on oil and gas companies in July, but it does not 

apply to profits announced by BP and other energy firms between April and June, how convenient. 

As more households continue to struggle to pay bills, people aren’t happy, which is why the Don’t 

Pay campaign is demanding action. The campaign group is trying to get at least one million people 

to pledge not to pay their energy bills, if the government continues with its goal to increase the 

price cap on October 1. We started this campaign because we were worried about how we will pay 

our energy bills. Everyone around us is struggling and we know it will only get worse with no end 

in sight, the campaign group says. So far around 1,300 people have expressed an interest to become 

an organizer in their town, village and city. From there we will fan out the campaign with a local 

presence. Great stuff perhaps our THI or TPC Positive Action group can engage with them and 

see how we can assist each other? 

 

Here is another example of the climate/green deal making no sense, and more ouroboros policies. 

Out of 17 German nuclear power plants, they have already shut down 11, and they're still in the 

process of shutting down the rest. That will be removing 25% of their power, without anything to 

replace it, Why? because their Green Deal turned out to be a failure. Does that make any sense? 

What about all the cost to the public to implement that policy? After all the hype, Germany's 
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dependence on fossil fuel is at 75%, so they are temporarily switching back to coal and oil, but 

that's a real problem. 

 

Because they've neglected their own fuel industry and become dependent upon Russia, and the 

Germany government would rather have the country freeze to death than buy any fuel from Russia. 

All of which means they are puppets of the NWO. The German economy is based on highly-

innovative production which requires a great deal of energy, that they no longer produce, and 

running out of fuel will quickly collapse the German economy. 

 

Which will cause an economic knock on effect throughout the EU and the world, and the German 

government is letting it happen. 

 

They could leave some nuclear plants online, but they still plan on shutting it down by the end of 

this year to stay Green. Green also means naïve, willful naivety if you ask me. Some anti-carbon 

environmentalists are saying that nuclear power is the greenest option, which is true, but not 

exactly the safest is it? But then safety has never been a concern to the shekel making people has 

it? So far, the Dr. Green psychology agenda has only successfully accomplished making people 

feel good about themselves, which is an illusion, while they destroy their own society. The EU and 

Britain are actually reverting back to burning wood as fuel, and claim that it is carbon neutral, (M) 

which is a lie. Societies have steadily evolved towards a cleaner, more efficient energy, starting 

from wood, the least clean and efficient and moving to coal, followed by oil and gas. And now, 

nearly 40% of Europe's renewable energy is wood, which mostly comes from clear-cutting 

forests in the United States and Canada. Let’s, have a look at that process shall we. Cutting down 

trees that consume masses of carbon dioxide, using lots of energy via machines to do so. Then 

they load it onto huge trucks which consumes lots of energy to transport it, it arrives at the docks 

and more energy is used to load it again onto the ships. Then the ships travel 4K miles across the 

ocean consuming vast amounts of more energy in doing so, then the reverse of excessive use of 

energy from the ship to the buyer. And that is an efficient use of energy? That is their version of 

conserving energy? The New Green Deal is a complete lie, and minor inspection of it reveals it to 

be so. The tree cutting is a prime example of their stupidity, everything has to be more green, well, 

trees are green and yet you cut them all down. Trees remove harmful carbon dioxide, with less 

trees, more carbon dioxide, so how is that reducing the carbon footprint? The answer is it is not, 

the carbon reduction was the people, and the re-engineering of the planet could be seen as 

terraforming, just like chemtrails, think about that. 

 

Citing explosive price increases in natural gas, German chemical producer BASF has announced 

it will slash its ammonia production aggressively to compensate for rising costs. BASF are one of 

the original NAZI clown companies. We are reducing production at facilities that require large 
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volumes of natural gas, such as ammonia plants, BASF CEO Martin Brudermüller said 

Wednesday. Adding that while BASF will purchase some ammonia from other sources to make 

up for their lack of production, farmers can still expect a massive cost increase going into 2023. 

Jackass policies again, cut production and increase prices, does anyone ask how that works? 

Farmers need to come together and produce their own ammonia, and cut these clowns out. With 

Anhydrous ammonia being a highly effective fertilizer that provides essential nitrogen for plants, 

many not only fear that a slashing in fertilizer production could lead to an increase in the price of 

food, but could also lead to a food shortage. No shit sherlock, but will we need as much food as 

prior to 2020? Ponder on that. While governments and the mainstream media often cite the Russia-

Ukraine conflict as the cause of the current global economic crisis, BASF began slashing ammonia 

production last September, long before the conflict began. Which reveals it is another program. In 

a September 2021 press release, BASF announced they were curtailing ammonia production at 

two of their major centers, while adding that they will continuously monitor the gas price 

development and adjust its ammonia production accordingly. While BASF’s decision seems to be 

an economic one, there is a large global push to massively reduce the use of fertilizer despite the 

key role it plays in feeding the world’s population. In the Netherlands, farmers have been 

protesting for weeks, after their Prime Minister announced he was reducing the use of nitrogen 

fertilizers in the name of climate change. Isn’t it amazing that one tiny country that people hardly 

ever mention, Ukraine, and the big bad Russians who never do anything right or beneficial 

according to the Jewish Media anyway. And yet it causes gas, natural gas, all commodities, 

inflation, travel, interest rates and food prices to rise, and causes climate change, plus a shortage 

of microchips, employees, grain and food shortages. (M) All in all you have to say those two 

countries are quite remarkable they can have so much global effect, and yes I was being the 

ultimate in sarcasm. 

 

In Las Vegas Nevada with the apt title of Sin City, and the clowns with an agenda have decided to 

act, after they created the problem, and now they provide their agenda driven solution. With a mass 

reduction in water, despite extra rain this year and the strip and casinos themselves under water, 

it's come to this. Climate change has helped make water evermore scarce they say, so under a new 

Nevada law, the grass has got to go. When we look at outdoor water use in Southern Nevada, 

landscaping far and away is the largest water user, and of that, it's grass, said Bronson Mack of the 

Las Vegas Water Authority. The city has already pulled up about four million square feet of grass 

on public property so far this year, because thirsty green parkways are something they just can't 

afford anymore. The grass that you see behind me is not long for this world, Mack said, in fact, 

within the next couple of months to a year, this grass will be completely eliminated, and it'll be 

replaced with drip-irrigated trees and plants. So, given climate change is about going green, Sin 

City wants to go brown with their green deal, ok, that makes lots of sense. Contradictory much, 
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you bet, they just think everyone will not notice, and that everyone is as stupid as they are. 

Electricity is scarce as well, will they turn off all the lights on the Strip next? 

 

EXPOSE: A declassified CIA inspector general reports show a pattern of abuse, and a repeated 

decision by federal prosecutors not to hold agency personnel accountable. Over the past 14 years, 

the Central Intelligence Agency has secretly amassed credible evidence that at least 10 of its 

employees and contractors committed sexual crimes involving children. Though most of these 

cases were referred to US attorneys for prosecution, only one of the individuals was ever charged 

with a crime. No surprise there courtesy of the National Security Act and the Talmudic Noahide 

Law of, do what thou wilt shall be the sum of the law, it is beyond disgusting. Prosecutors sent the 

rest of the cases back to the CIA to handle internally, (M) meaning few faced any consequences 

beyond the possible loss of their jobs and security clearances. That marks a striking deviation from 

how sex crimes involving children have been handled at other federal agencies, such as 

the Department of Homeland Security and the Drug Enforcement Administration. CIA insiders 

say the agency resists prosecution of its staff for fear the cases will reveal state secrets, pull the 

other one it’s got balls on. The revelations are contained in hundreds of internal agency reports 

obtained through Freedom of Information Act lawsuits. One employee had sexual contact with a 

2-year-old and a 6-year-old, he was fired. A second employee purchased three sexually explicit 

videos of young girls, filmed by their mothers, he resigned. A third employee estimated that he 

had viewed up to 1,400 sexually abusive images of children while on agency assignments. The 

records do not say what action, if any, the CIA took against him. A contractor who arranged for 

sex with an undercover FBI agent posing as a child had his contract revoked. Only one of the 

individuals cited in these documents was charged with a crime. In that case, as in the only 

previously known case of a CIA staffer being charged with child sexual crimes, the employee was 

also under investigation for mishandling classified material. A classic retort that from that agency 

of blaming something else, or lying and creating false evidence against a person because they deem 

them surplus to requirements. Particularly in relation to any CIA agent getting a conscience. The 

CIA did not answer detailed questions, saying only that the agency takes all allegations of possible 

criminal misconduct committed by personnel seriously. Their personnel division must be 

extremely busy then if that was the criteria, and yes that was a massive dose of sarcasm. A 

spokesperson for the Eastern District of Virginia, where many of the criminal referrals were sent, 

also did not answer detailed questions, saying the district takes seriously its responsibility to hold 

accountable federal government employees who violate federal law within our jurisdiction. Four 

former officials who are familiar with how internal investigations work at intelligence agencies, 

said there are many reasons that prosecutors might not pursue a criminal case. One of them, 

familiar with the workings of the CIA's Office of the Inspector General, said the agency is 

concerned that in a criminal case, it could lose control of sensitive information. The former official, 

who reviewed the declassified inspector general reports, characterized the concern from CIA 
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lawyers as, we can't have these people testify, they may inadvertently be forced to disclose sources 

and methods. So they allow child sexual predators to get off with a slap on the wrist, solely to 

protect state secrets? Or in reality land cover up their multitude of crimes, particularly against 

humanity. This is the country and agency that goes around pretending to be the moral policeman 

of the world. (M) Their hypocrisy knows no bounds. The official, who noted the agency has had a 

problem with child abuse images stretching back decades, said they understand the need to protect 

sensitive and classified equities. However, for crimes of a certain class whether it's an intelligence 

agency or not, you just have to figure out how to prosecute these people. Sexual crimes involving 

children, including the viewing of images of abuse, have been uncovered at other agencies that 

handle sensitive information. In a November 2009 report, the Department of Defense 

acknowledged that dozens of Pentagon staff members or contractors had such images. In 2014, the 

Inspector General of the Intelligence Community found that two officials from the National 

Reconnaissance Office, which oversees America's spy satellites, acknowledged viewing images 

of child sexual abuse during polygraph examinations. At a symposium in 2016, Daniel Payne, a 

top Pentagon security official, said that when workers' computers were examined, the amount of 

child porn I see is just unbelievable. 90%+ of all pedophilia and child abuse images are on DOD 

servers, simple solution to fix that is, cut their budget to zero until they fix the problem. The child 

abuse revelations are drawn from an unprecedented release of reports by the CIA's Office of the 

Inspector General. BuzzFeed News gained access to these documents after a decade-long pursuit, 

which included 13 public records requests and three separate Freedom of Information Act lawsuits. 

Those requests, the earliest of which date back to 2012, were for investigations closed by the Office 

of the Inspector General, which acts independently of the agency to examine misconduct by 

employees or contractors. New requests were filed each subsequent year. At first the CIA did not 

respond to the requests; then, it said it would take years to provide any documents. Imagine if we 

the people took years to allocate the CIA budget? Given it takes them years to acquire documents. 

Those requests were followed in 2014, 2015, and 2020 by lawsuits, and the agency entered into 

negotiations about what documents to release. The coronavirus pandemic delayed the process by 

a year, but the agency finally began to release the documents in March and will release the final 

set in December. Among more than 3,000 pages, covering the years 2004 to 2019, are 

investigations big and small involving billing irregularities by contractors, a spy who expensed a 

visit to an overseas gentleman's club, and an employee who used government computer systems 

to resell more than 700 items purchased at yard sales. Other reports have been the subject of 

previous news coverage, such as the CIA's involvement in the production of the film Zero Dark 

Thirty, the torture of detainees held at black site prisons, and a decades-old operation in Peru that 

led to the death of missionaries. More recent reports show that a CIA employee was investigated 

in October 2018, for using agency computer systems and databases to conduct unofficial searches 

on her brother. The inspector general substantiated allegations in a January 2018 memorandum 

that another CIA employee violated the Hatch Act, which limits political activity by civil servants 
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in the executive branch. The documents also reveal the pattern of sexual abuse cases, whereby 

internal investigators unearthed evidence of sexual crimes involving children but federal 

prosecutors brought no charges. As is typical of intelligence documents, the records have been 

heavily redacted. Among the information that has been hidden are the names of the accused 

employees and contractors and details about their jobs at the CIA. The agency cites privacy 

reasons, national security, and a federal law that exempts the CIA from disclosing details about its 

operations. How convenient, in reality they then use the leverage of that crime to get those 

individuals to do dirty work for them, there is a number of them in the alt media, the most prevalent 

was Neil Keenan and the CIA/Indonesia Collateral Accounts attempted theft. Not knowing the 

identities of the suspects is a hindrance in identifying these cases and why they were declined, the 

spokesperson for the Eastern District of Virginia said. Of the 10 workers who the inspector general 

found had committed sexual crimes involving children, five were fired or resigned. Four others 

were referred to a personnel board or the Office of Security, which investigates classified leaks 

and is responsible for the safety of CIA facilities. The outcome of one case in which 10 child sexual 

abuse images were discovered on a CIA computer that had been left unattended, is unknown. The 

employee to whom that device was assigned said he switched computers while he was overseas. 

He denied using it to view such material. In an eleventh case, the inspector general received a 

complaint in November 2016, that an employee used a government computer to view child sexual 

abuse images. Although the investigators couldn't corroborate the allegation, they discovered that 

he had shown a consistent interest, and pattern of redacted conversations involving sexual 

activities between adults and minors. The inspector general alerted security officials and the 

Directorate of Science and Technology, because the accusation raised potential security and 

accountability issues. Details of how the case was resolved, and any penalties the employee faced, 

are redacted. How and why are they allowed to redact documents is the great question. These are 

supposed to be public figures and are paid for by the public, although much funds are generated 

via illegal and illicit practices, and as such they should be publicly accountable. People are being 

killed, tortured and abused by these organizations, and yet are never made accountable. Why are 

ordinary people being tried for crimes and not them? Imagine going into a court room and redacting 

most of your statement and then citing it is a matter of National Security? Why is everyone else 

treated differently? Do what thou wilt shall be the sum of the law seems to apply here, the question 

is why? Beyond the CIA's handling of these cases, questions linger over why US attorneys chose 

not to charge anyone, even when they seemed to have significant evidence. Prosecutors generally 

have wide discretion over whether to bring criminal charges. They can judge the evidence too old 

or weak, consider a crime victim's desire to proceed with prosecution, and weigh the chances of 

convincing a jury. The occupation or employer of the suspect does not factor into that evaluation, 

the spokesperson for the US Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia said. Lawyers 

are shekel whores and they are bought off at this level. While we cannot comment on the reasons 

why specific cases were declined, we do take very seriously any allegation that our prosecutors 
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declined a potential case based on an improper assessment of the relevant factors. It appears that 

at least half of the sexual abuse investigations originated with a confession. The documents do not 

spell out the circumstances surrounding those statements, or whether they emerged during grueling 

full-scope polygraph examinations, that can probe every part of CIA employees' and contractors' 

lives. During those screenings, one former intelligence official said, it is not uncommon for a 

candidate to admit unlawful behavior in order to prove they aren't lying, only later to realize that 

their statement might have sunk their chance to work for the agency and even put them in legal 

jeopardy. Such statements are sent to the inspector general, which then tries to collect evidence 

proving the crime occurred. But that gives the subject time to delete or destroy evidence, said the 

former official. That's what happened in January 2010, when a CIA contractor logged into a 

chatroom using an agency IP address and solicited sex from an FBI agent posing as a child. The 

contractor acknowledged an obsession with child sexual abuse images, but by the time the 

inspector general obtained a search warrant and seized the man's computer, someone had removed 

the hard drives and thrown them away, according to the reports. All of which proves there is a 

cover up of it at the highest levels within the department. Who informed him that they were onto 

him? That should have launched a separate investigation. Another CIA employee signed an 

affidavit admitting. he used a government laptop to view photographs and videos of girls as young 

as 10 being abused by an older guy. The employee acknowledged that he first began seeking child 

sexual abuse images while he was in college, and viewed as many as 1,400 while on assignment 

for the agency. He told CIA investigators that he was truly sorry, but also said he did not understand 

that it was a violation of agency policy to access child pornography, until he took the Agency 

Information Security Course. What a crock of shit that is. When the inspector general examined 

the man's computers, however, no such images were visible. A federal prosecutor declined to 

charge the man in favor of administrative action by the CIA. The personnel board's 

recommendation is redacted. But in several of the cases, prosecutors had plenty to go on. During 

an investigation that ended in August 2009, an official with a security clearance acknowledged 

having sexual contact with two girls, ages 2 and 6, and downloading illicit images while working 

for the CIA. The inspector general started a broad inquiry and attempted to identify the victims. 

The investigators found that he had extensively downloaded abuse material, such as 63 videos of 

children between 8 and 16. The man regularly used government Wi-Fi to download the material, 

he distributed it to others, and he brought the photos back into the US after he returned from a trip 

overseas. Despite the admissions and the evidence that investigators found on his devices, 

prosecutors from the Eastern District of Virginia declined to take up a criminal case. They told the 

inspector general there were taint issues, a term that is sometimes used to refer to mishandled 

evidence. The attorneys also said that the girls in those videos had not been previously identified 

child pornography victims, making it harder to prove they were minors. Seriously? Are they telling 

us with an alleged IQ of 135 they cannot tell which is a minor or not? By contrast, in the only two 

cases known to have led to criminal charges, both parties were also accused of serious offenses 
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related to classified information. So, in other words they wanted those agents out of the way, that 

is how they operate over there. According to an Aug. 6 2013 inspector general report, an 

investigation into a CIA contractor suspected of being in possession of child sexual abuse images, 

turned up classified material stored on his personal hard drive and numerous technical documents 

related to the Agency's systems on his laptop. The contractor was fired and stripped of his security 

clearance. He later pleaded guilty to the child abuse charges and registered as a sex offender. The 

report says the contractor was sentenced, but the details, along with his name, were redacted. In 

the other case, CIA software engineer Joshua Schulte was charged in 2018 with possession of child 

sexual abuse images, as part of a much larger investigation into the largest leak of classified 

information in the agency's history. Known as Vault 7 and published by WikiLeaks, the trove of 

documents revealed secret tools that the CIA used to hack into computers. It was prosecuted under 

the Espionage Act. Schulte faces a separate trial on the child sexual abuse charges, he has pleaded 

not guilty. I never would have agreed to the formulation of the Central Intelligence Agency back 

in '47, if I had known it would become the American Gestapo. - Harry S Truman, 1961. The point 

is, what did Truman and others of his ilk do to rectify it? The corresponding evidence suggests 

absolutely nothing. The allowed this malignant cancer to ooze their way into every corner and 

crevice of this world, and perpetuated their special brand of dark magic and evil. No compassion, 

no heart, no emotions, no empathy sound familiar? It should do. The Ciakars the Draco reptilian 

are just the same, perhaps it is all in the name CIAkars. I would be lying if I said I was shocked at 

this report, but this is one of dozens we have done in our shows, and I think we have covered 

almost every illegal, illicit, malevolent and evil practice involving the CIA. They are a total blight 

not only on this country, but every country they insert their grubby agents and operations. Given 

the sheer amount of exposes on the CIA many in our show alone, many within the Alt Media as 

well, and it is even making MSM news, it begs the great question. Are other agencies or EL-ites 

now throwing the CIA under the bus? Fantastic if they are, and counter moves can be made by 

other agencies to throw each other under the bus as well. Langley itself has 4 divisions of it, all of 

which compete and in some cases fight against each other, long may it continue as it reveals the 

real ugly truth about all of this so called Intelligence Agencies. They have never done anything 

beneficial for we the people, they are an abomination to society and should be shunned from our 

communities and cast out as pariahs. For the good people that are in those agencies, now is your 

time to coalesce and route out this dark forces within our midst. Then we can close down every 

agency and start again, following a full and public investigation and a period of assessment on the 

current staff whether they are viable for the new venture. 

 

OTHER PIECES: I guess the factchecker brigade had to step in and control the narrative again. In 

April, scientists at the European Organization for Nuclear Research, or CERN, restarted their 

particle accelerator, the world's largest and most powerful accelerator after a three-year hiatus. 

Funny that, as previously they had said there was nothing wrong with it, now it’s a 3 year gap, try 
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7/8 year gap and counting. The accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider, had undergone repairs and 

upgrades, and scientists plan to use it to crash protons together and learn more about the origins of 

the universe. Nevertheless, social media users are suggesting that the machine has a different 

purpose. A Facebook post shared July 5 shows a TikTok video of a woman, who claims that CERN 

scientists are using the machine to open a doorway for demons.(M) Using the demons terminology 

as a deflection point, but what if those who tried to use CERN to escape here, where actually 

demons? Think ninja demons, after all a statue of Shiva is at the entrance of it. Either way, it failed. 

 

Following the piece last week which was my piece de resistance, as finally after 50 years of 

wondering why I do not like domesticated cats came home to roost in spectacular fashion. After 

they were finally declared an invasive alien species. Whilst I have never taken to them I have never 

wanted to do any harm to them, I just knew they didn’t fit in here. The program of the over affection 

for cats became more obvious with social media, it was everywhere. No pictures of their family, 

wedding, new borns, children or grandchildren, only cats, it was bizarre. Cat holics are everywhere 

it seems, running this mass psychosis program of the worship of the spy, perhaps we should have 

a new name to describe the psychology behind it, from psychology to spycology. 

 

Another example of them sending people out to sway opinion, whilst having an unerring ability to 

talk utter shit, whilst holding supposed high level positions. If you’ve had enough medical takes 

on the pandemic, a psychologist’s take exploring the disastrous choices we made over the last 50 

years is an intriguing one. The unwillingness of the United States to promptly follow basic and 

proven standards to prevent transmission, is responsible for hundreds of thousands of unnecessary 

deaths. Ehrenreich wants to know not why a virus spread as it did, as that is what they do, after all, 

but why we ended up at each other’s throats. Why pandemic denialism became a right-wing cause 

not only in the United States but globally. How a country that has spent decades maligning 

government, is supposed to function in situations where the government is the most important 

actor. Except he had it half right, the Government is an actor in a rank bad play, with failed actors 

operating disturbing and sometimes illegal plots. The most important actors in any country is, the 

people. But they are so hive minded lazy assed people, they have forgotten that they are not only 

supposed to play a role in Government, but forgotten that role actual exists. The richest people in 

the country are the average Americans, except they forgot they are Government actors, and also 

forgot that the US Government since 1933 was supposed to pay for all of their lifestyle. The 

psychologist tells us that the losses we are suffering are symptoms of deeper pathologies. 

Infectious diseases spread all the time, but they become pandemics because a lot of conditions 

align, a good number of them of our making. His list includes inequality in how we live and work, 

unchecked capitalism, shortsighted policymaking, man-made climate change, and our federalist 

system, which is anemic in a crisis. Oh dear, I thought he was going to tell us something useful, 

but no he wheels out the psychopath, control and shekel script. Man-made climate change? Where 
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is the evidence of such? We created pandemics? By being deliberately poor? Or by design by the 

same clowns who brought you the fake pandemic and the fake climate change. The social-scientist 

take is, that the excess deaths and related suffering from the pandemic are just the more visible 

manifestations, of what has been plaguing us in less visible, but very real, ways for decades. Yes, 

utter psychopaths running the show. The author, a longtime State University of New York 

professor, doesn’t shy away from politics, and he doesn’t spare Donald Trump’s response, though 

he seems to see Trump more as a symptom than the root cause. His political analysis at times 

lumps President Biden in too closely with Trump, though there is almost no resemblance between 

their pandemic responses, indeed as it is a program, they are all running on us. At other times he 

lumps Democrats in with Republicans, which is correct two sides of the same coin and program.  

 

Perhaps they were warning us sometime back about their current plans of operation. James 

Watson, who won the Nobel Prize in 1962 for describing DNA structures, has proclaimed stupidity 

a disease and wants the freedom to design better people who lack the hypothetical stupidity gene. 

In a 2003 televised interview Watson, now president of the Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory, New 

York said, if you are really stupid, I would call that a disease, so I'd like to get rid of that. People 

say it would be terrible if we made all girls pretty, I think it would be great, he said. Classic genetics 

programs that has been repeated throughout history on many planets not just this one, and they all 

failed. Some more spectacularly than others, some ended up wiping out their gene pool out 

altogether. There is an ethics argument to all of this, just because you can do it, doesn’t mean that 

you should. Who made these people god? These people with their PHD’s and Masters think they 

are above the masses with their pieces of fake papers, yet too few have an ounce of common sense, 

never mind intellect. Additionally, Dr. Joseph Fletcher a Harvard professor widely recognized as 

the patriarch of bioethics, who died in 1991, said, chimeras human-animal crossbreeds or 

parahumans might legitimately be fashioned to do dangerous or demeaning jobs. As it is now, low-

grade work is shoved off on moronic and retarded individuals, the victims of uncontrolled 

reproduction. Should we not program such workers thoughtfully instead of accidentally, by means 

of hybridization? All very Draconic program thinking that is, they failed as well. Known as the 

Saki monkeys, same spelling as the Japanese city that was bombed Nagasaki, broken down that 

means snake monkeys. Gregory Stock, the Director of the Program on Medicine, Technology, and 

Society at UCLA's School of Public Health and author of the 2002 book Redesigning Humans: 

Our Inevitable Genetic Future has said, if biological manipulation is indeed a slippery slope, then 

we are already sliding down that slope now and may as well enjoy the ride. Ok you enjoy the ride 

first by turning your family into chimeras if that is what you so desire. Then we will have no more 

of their offspawn talking utter shite. Unbeknown to these zero compassion people, hybrids have 

been coming here for a long time, hybrids have been made here for a long time. Do these people 

not consider maybe the stupid are the hybrids? 
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The covenant has been broken by mankind it is said, but we didn’t define who or what is mankind, 

did we? By not defining that word and its intentions, we ended up with another Covenant, be it 

Emerald or the biblical Covenant. Does it mean a Coven of the Ant, designed for hive minded 

insect like people? Just like bots? Why do we need a Covenant? Is that not a contract? Whereby 

you are tracted by the con, tract or at-tracted by being dis-tracted? Which then presents the con in 

a differing light. They attracted and distracted you to the con, the con was sent, and you con-sented. 

Tract: an expanse or area of land, water, region or stretch. Is the con-tract claiming domain of land, 

water and areas that we inhabit? A definite region or area of the body, especially a system of 

elongated parts or organs: the digestive tract. The digestive tract? Think the solar plexus trap? Go 

with your gut and not your heart? A bundle of nerve fibers having a common origin and destination, 

all of which brings in another terminology that people haven’t studied, getting on my nerves. What 

does that mean? Have you defined it? What it really means is, you contracted with the negative 

vibe of another person or interaction. If it gets on your nerves, the great question is, why did you 

contract or engage that frequency? I guess people never thought about like at-tracts like, why are 

you tract-ing in that manner? Covenant like Testament means to bind, and if there is one thing that 

the dark magicians know that we are short of is, the etymology, pronunciation and the meaning of 

the spoken and written word. This brings in phonetics and they tell us how they wish us to 

pronounce the word. Once the pronunciation becomes different within the same language 

structure, then that is spellcasting. Why do you think saying the structure of the word is declared 

as spelling? Like there is three versions of HU with man, we didn’t define it did we? So we will 

define the spellcasting version of the Covenant has been broken by mankind, into something else. 

Mankind can be defined as a kind of man, but with genetics what kind of man are you or 

representing? Did you ask? No? then they will define it for you with glee. And so the Covenant 

has been broken by a kind of man, that we define as our man, in our image and not their kind of 

man. By doing that we define the difference and take ownership of it, and also the responsibility 

that comes with it. This piece will become more clear in the near future. 

 

This is a part speech of interaction between some humans and an off world group. It reveals some 

interesting soundbites, called the hints of a lost super Race. The question was asked about a badge 

or insignia about the seven stars, which likely reveals from whence they came, that being the 

Pleaides. They said no, actually the seven stars are planets and moons, and they are a symbol for 

our former seven colonies in the solar system. The stars are shown in front of a blue background 

and the dragon-circle means the shape of Earth. Personally I am not buying that, dragon circle the 

shape of the Earth, no it symbolizes the past when the Dragon groups were in charge here. They 

were the guardians of the Trust, which then passed onto the Serpent Race and to what was supposed 

to be a human representative in 2009. Past events have rendered that last appointment on an 

elevated level of suspicious, or she is being controlled by hostile forces, either way she cannot 

access it anymore, as of December 2020, which is why she was using the Omega system. The 
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Omega system, like Hercules, Prometheus and other clown based names, where all used by the 

Agencies and their dark minions. The seven white stars mean Moon, Mars, Venus and 4 moons of 

Jupiter and Saturn, we had colonized in the past. Two colonies are no longer in use and abandoned, 

so 5 stars would be more correct. Oh, this is a very long and complex story and it sounds certainly 

unbelievable to you, but it´s the truth. I will try to explain it in short. Except the 7 mentioned, none 

of which are actual stars, and so this dialogue is not exactly the full truth as they describe it. But, 

all information does contain some truths as we will find out. Around 65 million years ago, many 

of our unadvanced ancestors from the dinosaur race died in a great global cataclysm. The reason 

for this destruction was not a natural disaster, an asteroid impact as your scientists believe falsely, 

but a war between two enemy alien groups that took mainly place in the orbit and high atmosphere 

of your planet. According to our limited knowledge about the early days, this global war was the 

first alien war on planet earth but it was definitely not the last, and a future war is coming soon. 

While a cold war as you call it, between alien groups is ongoing since the last 73 years on your 

planet. That is why the CIA hate Russia, it is nothing to do with the people, and all about off world 

bringing their child level tactics to our planet and causing havoc and destruction. Think Israel, 

think Ukraine, think the Middle East, most of it is likely to do with off world entities. The 

opponents in this 65 million year old war were two advanced alien species, whose both names are 

again not pronounceable for your tongues. I´m able to say them but it would hurt your ear if I tell 

you the names in their original way. One race was humanoid like your species but much older and 

was from this universe, from a solar system in the star constellation you call Procyon today in your 

maps. Is that the Alcyones pushing the blame onto the Procyons, as we have revealed in the Cosmic 

Genetic series? The Alcyone’s are the fake channelers, replete with terms like dear ones and space 

brothers and sisters. They even copied the natural Procyon look of blonde hair. They mentioned 

they were humanoid, that was the Abraxans mentioned in the Jupiter Ascending movie. The other 

species about which we know not so much was a reptilian species, but they have nothing to do 

with our own species, because we have evolved from local saurians without exterior influence, 

except the successful manipulation of our own genes by us. The genetic interference again. The 

advanced reptilian species came not from this universe but from a - well, how should I explain it 

to you. Your scientists have not really understood the true nature of the universe, because your 

illogical mind is not able to see the easiest things and relies on wrong mathematics and numbers. 

Indeed and I agree with that 100%, too often they focus on the effect and not the cause, and rely 

on faulty math like a modern day Johns Hopkins disciple, to shoehorn in theories in order to get 

more funding. Those that step out of line and do the cause of science, observation and common 

sense principles, lose funding and or are dismissed, or in some cases deleted of life. This is part of 

the genetic programming of your kind to which I will come later. Let me say, that you are nearly 

as far away from the understanding of the universe as you were 500 years ago. To use a term, you 

will maybe understand: the other species came not from this universe but from another bubble in 

the foam of the omniverse. You would call it maybe another dimension, but this is not the right 
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word to describe it correctly, by the way, the term dimension is generally wrong in the way you 

understand it. That is correct on both counts, there is too much idle chatter about dimensions and 

people talking of it as external. Whereby we fly in tin cans to a 4 or 5D planet, when if you advance 

yourself on a soul level you become the extra dimensional space, and visit realms of that frequency, 

as confirmed by this next line. The fact you should remember is, that advanced species are able to 

walk between bubbles by use of, as you would call it quantum technology, and sometimes in 

special ways only by use of their mind. My own species had also advanced mental abilities in 

comparison to your species, but we are not able to do the matterstring/bubble changing without 

technology, but other species active on this planet are able and this looks to you like magic as it 

had to your ancestors. They need technology to achieve what we can do naturally, if you develop 

the self. Back to our own history: the first species the humanoids had reached Earth around 150 

years before the reptilians and they built some colonies on the former continents. There was a large 

colony on the continent you call Antarctica today, and another one in the continent you call Asia 

today. Hmm think FHSTOS. These people lived together with animal like saurian’s on the planet 

without problems. When the advanced reptilian species arrived in this system, the humanoid 

colonists from Procyon tried to communicate peacefully, but they were not successful and a global 

war started within months. You must understand that both species were interested in this young 

planet not for his biology and undeveloped species, but for only one reason: raw material, 

especially copper. Like we have said, gold is junk metal in Cosmic circles, it was the copper and 

lithium they were after, plus several unknown minerals for advanced purposes, that few if any 

mineral based scientists are even aware about. The story of the gold here in the Emerald Tablets 

and others, is solely to do with Marduk and his extended family of space pirates, they needed it for 

their own planet rehabilitation. To understand this reason, you must know that copper is a very 

important material for some advanced species even today, because it is together with some unstable 

materials, able to produce new stable elements if you induce a high electromagnetic field in the 

right angle, with a high nuclear radiation field to produce an over-crossing of fluctuating fields. 

The fusion of copper with other elements in such a magnetic/radiaton field-chamber, can produce 

a force field of special nature that is very useful for various technological tasks, but the base for 

this is an extremely complex formula you are not able to discover because of the restrictions of 

your simple mind. Typical of off world species to describe us in such a demeaning way, negating 

the fact of their roles in lowering our capabilities. Both species wanted to have the copper of Planet 

Earth and for this reason, they fought a not very long war in space and orbit. The humanoid species 

seemed to be successful during the first time, but in a last battle the reptilians decided to use a 

mighty experimental weapon, a special kind of fusion bomb which should destroy the life forms 

on the planet but should not harm the valuable raw materials and the copper. The bomb was fired 

from space and detonated at a point of your planet you call Middle America today. What they 

mean is Central America, two things come from that, one it was likely the fash weapon, and 

secondly confirms the piece we did on Mexico and in particular the Yucatan incident. There is 
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little in the way of asteroids as science would have us believe, the catastrophe’s here have nearly 

all involved off world interference. From fash weapons to the desertification weapon that 

resembles an haboob, earthquakes to tsunamis, have almost always involved them. As it detonated 

in the ocean, it produced an unpredictable fusion with hydrogen and the effect was much stronger 

then the reptilians had expected. A deadly radiation, an over-production of fusion-oxygen, a fall-

out of different elements and a nuclear winter for nearly 200 years were the result. Most of the 

humanoids were killed and the reptilians lost their interest on the planet after some years for 

unknown reasons, maybe because of the radiation. Planet Earth was on its own again and the 

animals on the surface died. By the way, one result of the fusion bomb was the fall-out of different 

elements and materials created in the burning process and one of that materials was Iridium, 

another mineral they seek as well. Bombing people and beings just to collect the minerals, is their 

modus operandi. Your human scientists today see the Iridium concentration in the ground, as an 

evidence for an asteroid impact that killed the dinosaurs. That is not true, but how should you know 

that? Another piece of proof to add to the puzzle known as the big picture, something many of you 

in THI possess, but is staggeringly short in other groups. Their level of awakeness is too shallow 

currently, as they are frightened by the truth, you should congratulate yourselves on being open to 

it, and different. 

 

ENDING PIECE: 

 

A meme came up recently and applies directly to us all. Dedicated to every human who looks 

different, feels different and thinks different. Stay different, as our world needs the difference we 

will make. In a world of repetitive behaviors and algorithms, difference is essential for growth. 

Their world now is done, falling apart and we don’t need to fix it, save it or facilitate it. It served 

its purpose of realizing how far we all went away from Source, reality and life itself. Filled with 

greed and hate, division and anger, violence and strife, an infinite mass of rank stupidity, and child 

level actors seeking a permanent parent. Our task is to steer the proverbial TPC boat into calmer 

waters as above so below, and make land and start anew. Using maturity where small talk no longer 

interests you, you learn to forgive more, you are more open minded, you respect difference, you 

don’t force love you become it. Where you can accept heartaches, betrayals and disappointment 

and move on in balance, you don’t judge easily, you prefer to be silent than engage with a low 

vibrational conflict, you seek peace not war, both external and internal of you. All lessons of 

observe not absorb, plus your happiness is not dependent on people, wealth or materialistic things, 

but your inner self. Those listed are the new paths forward for us all. In their world you need pieces 

of paper to show you have done well, in our world you need shadow and inner work, compassion, 

caring and sharing and cooperation to make better people, regardless of pieces of paper. Have 

enough courage to fight the battles you need, and ignore the ones you don’t. Seek and ye shall 

find, upon your own journey of discovery. As the songs says I'm not asking questions, 'cause 
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questions have answers and I don't want answers. I came down from the stars so I'll take my 

chances and what are the chances, that I could advance on my own circumstances? The past has 

been delivered it’s all in the transcripts, our quest is the future, but don’t forget to enjoy your own 

journey of discovery in time. 

 

 


